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Abstract. We propose in this paper a service description meta-model
for describing services from a functional and non-functional perspectives.
The model is inspired from the frame based modeling technique and is
serialized in RDF (Resource Description Framework) using Linked Data
principles. We apply this model for describing sensor services: modeling
sensors and their readings enriched with non-functional properties. We
also define a complete architecture for managing sensor data: collection,
conversion, enrichment and storage. We tested our prototype using live
streams of sensors readings. The paper also reports on the required time
and storage size during the management and querying of sensor data.
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1 Introduction
Over the last years, there is a considerable interest in the Linked Data [1], which
is considered as a best practice for publishing and interconnecting structured
data on the Web. Recently, the service computing community tries to benefit
from the Linked Data principles to overcome the limitations of the existing Semantic Web Services (SWS) approaches and make services easily interconnected,
exchangeable and manageable [2]. Indeed, most of the current SWS approaches
add semantics to the service by linking its syntactic operations and messages
with some concepts of an external ontology. Although usable in some case, such
description is still not able to offer complete information about the implicit
knowledge, in addition to the difficulties encountered when it comes to re-use or
compose one-to-many parts of the service.
To overcome the previous challenges, a new service description model based
on the Linked Data principles is proposed in this paper. Our model describes
a service as a structured entity featured via a set of capabilities (functional)
and non-functional features. Such description considers a service as an access
mechanism to a capability, which is, in its turn, a structured entity that describes
what a service can do via an action verb and set of domain-specific attributes.
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In order to evaluate the applicability of our model, we propose to use a Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) environment as a running example throughout this
paper. The main reason of choosing such smart environment is its highly configurable and heterogeneous features. In fact, integrating semantics into WSNs is
considered as a step toward the understanding, management and use of sensorbased data sources. This challenging integration includes various issues that are
derived from the constrained nature of the sensor nodes (variability, unreliability
and heterogeneity), their multiple domains and the need for multiple management of sensors through uncoordinated queries. Another aspect required for an
effective analysis and decision making over sensor data is the integration of other
sources such as enterprise and open data. For example: linking a sensor with its
location (data coming from the enterprise) helps to take timely decisions tight
to the location of the sensor (e.g., detecting high water usage in a particular
location).
This work comes in the context of Waternomics project [3] aiming to create a
Linked Water Dataspace [4, 5] as an emerging information management approach
for collecting, standardizing, enriching and linking water usage data coming from
sensors. Applying our proposed model and the proposed sensor data management
infrastructure, facilitates to integrate various data sources for effective decision
making.
In summary, the contributions of this work are:
– Propose an RDF-based Linked Data model for service description that facilitates service ex-changeability, discovery and composition processes. The model
describes various aspects of a service (i.e, functional and non-functional).
– Developing a data integration module for generating RDF-based description
of sensor service and interlinking them with enterprise data.
– Validating the proposed service model in a real-time Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) by defining sensor services and presenting them as reusable services,
extensible and accessible for processing and management.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our
conceptual model for describing services by detailing its different components.
Section 3 describes our infrastructure for managing sensor data including: capturing, transforming, enriching, publishing and aggregating. In Section 4 we
provide qualitative evaluation of our developed system. Before concluding in
Section 6, we discusses some related works in Section 5.

2 Linked Data Model for Describing Web Services
At a high level, we share the same vision of OASIS Reference Model 1 and consider a service as an access mechanism to a capability under certain requirements
(i.e., NFP properties). In the following, we describe these two concepts in detail.
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2.1 Capability
We adopt the definition of capability as defined in [6, 7]: “A capability defines
what a program (e.g., a service, a business process, a sensor) does from a functional perspective.”. We also adopt their proposed conceptual model that represents capabilities as an action verb and a set of domain related attributes.
Actually, the researchers proposed in [6, 7] a new conceptual model that
describes functional capabilities as an action verb and set of domain specific
attributes captured as an RDF-schema. Such description enables representing
capabilities at several levels of abstraction, from the most abstract capability,
named capability category, to the most concrete one, named capability offer, by
explicitly extracting the relation between capabilities (i.e., specify and extend)
and linking between the different levels. Such model deals with capabilities at
different abstraction levels in a uniform way. Which takes into account attributes
dynamicity, sensitivity and inter-dependency, as well as capability re-usability.
This capability meta-model is formalized as an RDF vocabulary 2 which makes
it a perfect fit to our work. We do not further elaborate on this meta-model as
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Fig. 1. Capability Meta-Model

it has been proved to be good in practice [6, 7]. However, our main contribution
is centered towards the addition of non-functional properties that are described
next.
2.2 Non-Functional Properties (NFPs)
As there will be many functionally-equivalent capabilities for a specific user
request, we propose to consider the non-functional aspect as part of the service
description. Such extension leads mainly to filter and select the best offer among
these capability offers to better fulfill customer requirements and ensure his
satisfaction. Separating the capability from the non functional constraints leads
to reuse capabilities under different constraints. Moreover, in their turn, these
constraints can be reused by different capabilities.
As it is shown in Fig. 2, the NFP concept contains four types of NFPs:
(i) user-generated properties, e.g, reputation, (ii) policy-related properties e.g,
cost and availability, (iii) QoS properties e.g., security and trust, response time,
latency and reliability and (iv) contextual specifications e.g., location or business requirements. The NFPs are described by a combination of non-functional
2
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(NF) terms (attribute, metrics)and their constraints (attribute values). Such
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Fig. 2. Non-Functional Properties Meta-Model

NFP properties will ensure that a decision support model that uses data from a
particular service is built with respect to these NFPs.

3 RDF-Data Management and Warehousing
A dataspace, as it is understood in the Waternomics project, is a data integration
architecture. It allows integrating data from multiple sources into a single space.
A dataspace for Waternomics is not only hosting sensor data but also other
relevant data for decision analytics. Relevant data includes: sensor and location
meta-data, weather data as well as other relevant data sources identified in the
project. In this paper, we are interested in sensor and location meta-data that
needs to be standardised, interlinked and published in order to facilitate its
reuse internally (i.e., enrichment, aggregations, etc.) or externally (i.e., user or
corporate applications). The following sections describe the process of collecting
and transforming sensor data to RDF (in Section 3.1) then aggregating and
storing this RDF data (in Section 3.2).
3.1 From Raw Sensor Data to RDF
For this paper, we assume that location meta-data (i.e., data describing the location of sensors) is available in RDF in our dataspace and is constantly updated
using a collaborative approach, that we have previously experienced [8]. This
location data is actually captured in our model as NFP properties for sensors
as in essence they report only the location which is not part of the function of
sensors.
In this section, we focus on sensor data management and propose the architecture depicted in Fig. 3 for this purpose. This figure depicts the entire process
of collecting, transforming, enriching, publishing and aggregating sensor data.

Wireless Sensor Networks
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Fig. 3. Data Management and Warehousing Process

The main components of the process depicted in Fig. 3 are:
– Raw Data Collectors capture incoming data from heterogeneous data sources
and publish them in plain text to a Java Message Service (JSM) channel.
They are implemented as Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP) listeners, Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) clients and RESTfull services, which
periodically pull sensors data.
– The Message Filter is useful to refine and manage the flow of the incoming
messages from the Raw Data Collector. It receives the collected messages and
filters the irrelevant and unnecessary information in a way that enables the
sensed data to be used on-the-fly for further processing.
– The RDF-Capability transformation generator identifies possible triples in the
event-data, assigns a URI to each identified subject/predicate and represents
event-data in RDF. Lines 1 to 10 of Listing 1 show an example of RDFCapability in N3. In this RDF graph, sensors:Sensor 0D6F00945B23 is a
sensor that has the capability sensors:SensingCap d940a313 reporting on its
sensed property and its observation time.
– The Nfp Enricher is responsible for enriching the service with the necessary
non-functional properties retrieved from the Location meta-data store. After
extracting the appropriate NFPs, the enricher merges the service capabilities
and its adequate NFPs into a single RDF model that represents the entire
service description. Listing 1 shows the result of the entire RDF transformation
process where lines 12 to 15 show the NFP enrichment part.
Please note that for Listing 1, we are using multiple prefixes for the following:
– sensors: refers to the base URI for identifying sensors and their capabilities.
– snd: stands for Sensor Network Domain, is our customized domain ontology
that captures the capability attributes.
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– ssn: Semantic Sensor Network Ontology 3 . We use SSN as it is compliant to
the W3C and OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standard SensorML.
– om: The Ontology of units of Measure and related concepts (OM). It models
concepts and relations important to scientific research. It has a strong focus
on units and quantities, measurements, and dimensions.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Listing 1. Event-Data converted to RDF



s e n s o r s : Sensor 0D6F00945B23 a snd : S e n s i n g S e r v i c e ;
cap : h a s C a p a b i l i t y s e n s o r s : SensingCap d940a313 .
s e n s o r s : SensingCap d940a313
a
cap : C a p a b i l i t y ;
cap : hasActionVerb snd : S e n s i n g ;
snd : h a s O b s e r v a t i o n V a l u e
[ snd : hasUnit om : c u b i c m e t r e p e r s e c o n d −time ;
s s n : hasValue ‘ ‘ 1 . 0 4 ’ ’ ] ;
snd : h a s O b s e r v e d P r o p e r t y om : V o l u m e t r i c f l o w r a t e
;
s s n : endTime ‘ ‘ 1 3 9 6 6 0 9 4 1 2 2 9 6 ’ ’ ˆ xsd : l o n g .
s e n s o r s : Sensor 0D6F00945B23 a snd : WaterVolumicFlowRateSensor ;
s s n : f e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t deriRooms : Kitchen ;
s s n : o b s e r v e s om : V o l u m e t r i c f l o w r a t e ;
s s n : onPlatform s e n s o r s : a209be2b12e686b1b8 .



3.2 Data Warehousing
After a successful data transformation into RDF, we propose to store it into a
data warehouse for further processing. Components that are manipulating this
data store include:
– Data-Persistence Unit: We propose in our implementation the use of OpenLink
Virtuoso 4 as data store. A dedicated data-persistence unit is continuously
receiving enriched sensor data and saves it to the data store.
– Aggregator: Most of the sensors are frequently sending their readings. For
example a water flow sensor is sending a flow rate reading each 10 seconds. It is,
however, not necessary to keep every single reading in our data warehouse. In
order to avoid handling a large warehouse containing every sensor reading, we
propose to aggregate them into a single reading covering a longer period. This
operation is done through the aggregator that computes the Sum, Average,
Max, Min, etc. of the readings of every sensor. In other words, the aggregator
removes all the capabilities of a given sensor that are collected for a predefined
period and replaces them by a single aggregated capability.
– Data Warehouse Cleaner: Reading and identifying the required data from large
data Warehouse is complex and extensive, both in memory size and time consumption. The cleaner is responsible for limiting the size of the Warehouse and
3
4
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ensuring a good response time for data access, identification, and management
by removing the old backups and maintaining the recent stored data.
The previously described components have been developed separately, communicate via a JMS server and store the data into the proposed RDF warehouse.
We use ActiveMQ [9] as JMS server. It is a message oriented middleware that
provides simple and easy to use methods to send, receive and handle JMS messages on the JMS channels. It is used in our system as a message exchange server
using publish/subscribe protocols. These JMS messages are then broadcast to
components that subscribe to those topics. The developed system is used for
evaluation purposes reported in the following section.

4 Evaluation
For evaluating the developed system, we used a dedicated server running 64-bit
Windows7 OS, with 4GB of Ram and an Intel Core i5 (2.66 GHz) CPU. We
use for this evaluation a real-time sensor event collection and publishing them
over ActiveMQ channels. We conducted two quantitative evaluations related to
the required storage size and execution time for capturing, converting, enriching,
storing and retrieving sensor data.
The first experiment that we conducted consists of evaluating the execution
time required for managing sensor data. As it is shown in Fig. 4(a), the required
execution time for executing the entire management process presented previously in Fig. 3 increases linearly to the sensor event frequency. This indicator is
important to consider in managing environments with large number of sensors
and sensor readings, however, due to the fact that we are using a relatively small
environment this issue can not be considered as a problem.
The second evaluation carried out consists of showing the impact of the raw
event data, sensor capability and sensor service on the size of the data warehouse.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the size of the processed data depends on the size of the
incoming events from each sensor, the frequency of the events and the number
of the non-functional properties. We notice that there is not a big difference in
size after the enrichment step as most of the sensors that we consider share the
same non functional properties that are already stored in the data warehouse
and are not duplicated for each new sensor reading. Furthermore, we notice
a considerable difference when comparing the size of raw sensor readings with
the RDFized data. This is obviously expected as we are generating a complete
description using additional enterprise data during the enrichment step.
As the size of the warehouse is critical either for resource management or
search query processing, we propose the aggregation module that helps to reduce
the size of the data warehouse. Using this aggregator, we reach up to 71% of
compression rate as shown in Fig. 4(c). Moreover, the difference in size between
the raw sensor readings and the aggregated sensor readings is not big because
of the compression rate gained during the aggregation. Even though we have
lost the entire readings by aggregating them into a single entry, we gained by
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having a semantically described and reduced set of sensor readings which also
help reducing search queries processing time. Indeed, the proposed approach
allows describing heterogeneous sensors uniformly which helps in simplifying
the querying process of sensor data.
Finally, to test the performance of our system in data mining and discovery,
we define a set of different queries (shown in table 1), we execute them on
different number of triples stored in the data warehouse and we observe the
required query execution time. As we can see in Fig. 4(d), the variations in query
execution time is due to variation in the number of triples stored in the data
warehouse. As an example, the time taken to process a query is between 509 and
537 milliseconds for around 450 RDF-triples; 528 and 546 milliseconds for 1033
triples; 537 and 548 milliseconds for 2376 triples and 556 and 577 milliseconds
for 3350 triples. The system takes between 24 and 50 milliseconds to retrieve
required data from 2904 triples. We notice that there was a significant difference
in the query execution time when considering all sensor services and after the
aggregation process is executed.
Table 1. Evaluation Queries
Q1 Search per 12 minutes the average of the water-usage in the kitchen.
Q2 Search per minute the sum of the water-usage the showers.
Q3 Search the min and the max of the water-usage captured in shawers during
the last 10 minutes.

After a random selection and verification of generated capabilities we notice
that the system is operating as expected. It is important to notice that the
use of a triple store as a data warehouse helps reduce the processing time and
complexity of data in contrast to a classical database system. Indeed, OpenLink
Virtuoso 5 was hiding the complexity of the data storing process for example
when handling duplicate triples.
In conclusion, using our proposed modeling approach in a small smart environment was effective in producing standardized data using RDF. Even though
our approach drastically increases the size of raw data, it is still stored in an
acceptable size and processed and queried in a reasonable time.

5 Related Work
The work presented in this paper relates to two main research areas: i) Semantic
Web Service Description and ii) Sensor data integration and management.
5
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5.1 Semantic Web Service Description
Recently, several ontologies and languages have been proposed to describe Web
services using semantics. SA-WSDL 6 [10] uses ontologies to enrich WSDL descriptions and XML Schema of Web services with semantic annotations. The
effort of this contribution was put towards modelling services as invocation interfaces which relate mainly to the service implementation. However, in this paper, we consider a service capability as an entity featured via a set of attributes.
Using such definition, we share the same vision of OASIS Reference Model that
considers a service as an access mechanism to a capability. Within this vision,
the invocation interface is only one aspect of the whole service description.
In a more refined fashion, languages such as OWL-S [11], WSMO [12], SWSO
7
, provide a semantic description of Web services. These approaches do not go
beyond the classical Input, Output, Precondition and Effect paradigm to define
services descriptions. These contributions focus more on the machine processing
of service descriptions while ignoring end-users intuitive way of describing their
needs (i.e., attributes and their values). We adopt in our work the attribute6
7
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featured approach for describing services for serving both machine processing
and user-centricity.
[13] propose to give more flexibility to users in searching services while using
natural language text and approximate semantic matching. This technique is
useful when queries are created without knowing in advance service descriptions.
This is not the object in our work, however, our plan is to use the approximate
semantic matching of events for the internet of things explored in [14].
5.2 Sensor data integration and management
Managing smart environments requires extensive efforts for collecting, integrating and analysing sensor data. An important step towards an efficient smart
environment management is the standardisation of sensor data. Using RDF in
such context is a solution that has been also adopted in [15] and [16]. Here,
authors specifically address the problem of managing sensor data and propose
to transform sensor readings into RDF and generate data cubes on-the-fly from
syntactic sensor data. Contrary to our contribution, in these works all the event
features are considered as data cube parameters and there is no separation between the sensor capability and its non-functional properties.
Moreover, since event processing requires providing an immediate response
over the continuous stream of sensor data, a system that stores generated events
and provides fast response to complex queries is needed [17]. To handle such
requirements, various database systems have been adopted such as in [18, 19].
The proposed systems, have several critical shortcomings that prevent using
them directly to process sensor data. In fact, they are too heavyweight and slow,
devoting much complexity to handling queries that are based on indexing and
query forwarding techniques. To overcome such gaps, we propose in this paper
a system that uses an RDF data-warehouse for managing sensor events. Indeed,
our data-warehouse is a large store of RDF triples containing both live and
historical aggregated data that overcomes the rigidity of a classical database.
Similar to [20], we use SSN in our sensors descriptions. However, [20] go
beyond this and propose a naming convention and a data distribution mechanism
for a large-scale sensor-based environment.

6 Conclusion
Data integration and processing from sensor services is a challenging issue that
requires data integration, standardisation, linking and enrichment. We proposed
in this paper a meta model for describing sensors and their produced data using
RDF. Our model explicitly differentiates between sensor service functional and
non-functional aspects. We defined and implemented an architecture for manipulating sensor data in order to serve as a base for further decision support
and data analysis. Using RDF and Linked Data principle in such context helps
building a large linked data cloud that makes our data set together with other
open sets as a single database.
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The proposed system has been tested on a real world scenario showing its
applicability and its potential use in data mining and service discovery process.
Our ongoing work focuses on extending our system to handle service composition task and support complex queries. However, from sensor service modeling
perspective, using capability description in its original form is insufficient when
it comes to the composition and planning scenarios. Indeed, we need two main
additional attributes that capture the state/change of the world before/after
executing the corresponding action. For that, we propose an extension to the introduced capability meta-model (precondition and effect) so that the semantics
of capability is captured at two levels: i) Coarse-grain level: handles the discovery process through a combination of an action verb, domain specific attributes
and semantic links between capabilities. ii) Fine-grain level: handles the composition process via a set of preconditions and effects. The evaluation of the actual
meta-model is also part of our future plan.
From an architectural point of view, the main problem with our proposed
approach is the fact that it is not designed for large scale environments. As part
of the Waternomics project, we are interested in processing real-time data in
large environments and this leads us to investigate other architectural styles that
help overcome this problem. We are particularly interested in investigating the
Lambda Architecture for our future plan. We also plan to extend this architecture
for generating additional links between our data store to open data for more
knowledge discovery.
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